
GRADUATED COMPRESSION 140 DEN

DESCRIPTION

TOTAL SHAPING, ANTI-AGING FOR BEAUTIFUL AND STRONG LEGS!

Total shaping, anti-aging for beautiful and strong legs!
Made for every active woman living in fast pace, having a lifestyle full of obligations, post-its 
and “to do” lists, these high-end tights combine all the benefits of graduated compression with 
the transforming power of body shaping. That is, NOT ONLY do they improve blood circulation 
by fighting swelling, tiredness, phlebitis and varicose veins BUT THEY ALSO make your legs look 
more beautiful having a unique anti-aging action. With the 140 DEN compression Christou 1910 
tights can give you shapely, smooth legs, with no cellulite, triggering the breakdown of the fat 
cells. Incredibly durable, can endure any kind of challenge no matter how big or small and do 
not lose their elasticity even after repeated use!

FIRST IMPRESSION

The first time you put on the graduated compression tights, it is very likely that it might feel 
rather odd… Give your body a little time to get used to it and your legs will immediately experi-
ence the rejuvenating action of compression!

KNITTING & CARE

The elastic, double knit (75% polyamide, 25% elastane) embraces your legs, leaving them with 
an exceptionally gentle and warm feeling, ideal for all cold – and not only – days of the year. 
Their high-tech fibers provide a wonderful, matte finish and cover the imperfections for smooth 
and well-formed legs and are specially designed so as not to lose their elasticity even after daily 
use. Ensuring comfort and beauty at every step, the reinforced seamless ending holds the tights 
firm without letting them slip and without making seams on your back and tummy visible.

CARE

We all need to be pampered and cared after… so do our clothes! Treat your tights gently 
and keep them brand new for a very long time, following two simple tips! If you have time, 
it is best to wash them by hand with lukewarm water and a mild detergent, rubbing gently. 
If not, put them in a protective net or pillowcase and set your washing machine in the sensitive 
clothes programme. Don’t forget! Proper care is very important, especially for the clothes 
we wear and “mistreat” everyday!

WHO NEEDS THEM

Every woman who loves her legs and wants to keep them beautiful and healthy, without any 
signs of burst veins and vessels! Office workers, flight attendants, mommies, grannies, waitresses, 
salespeople, models, travel guides, nurses… the list goes on and on! Everyone’s feet need 
the same care, whatever your working conditions are, your age or daily routine; whether 
you are sitting or standing for many hours, these tights are the ultimate gift for your feet.

DID YOU KNOW?

Almost 50% of women worldwide suffer from tired and swollen legs with a severe tendency 
to venous insufficiency and varicose veins. Therefore, more and more women of all ages make 
sure that they take care of their legs to stay healthy and beautiful by selecting elastic tights 
of graduated compression.

Legwear
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